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Growth of Entire Harmonic Functions in R3 
ALLAN J. FRYANT* 
Department of the Navy, United States Nasal Academy, Annapolis, Maryland 2I402 
Submitted by Ii. P. Boas 
Using the Bergman B, integral operator, the growth of harmonic functions of 
three variables which have no finite singularities is considered. Growth of the 
harmonic function is related to the growth of its B, associate, and an expression 
for the order and bounds on the type of an entire harmonic function are obtained 
in terms of its coefficients in a spherical harmonic expansion. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Bergman B, integral operator transforms functions of two complex 
variables to solutions of Laplace’s equation 8H/ax2 + a2H/ay2 $- a2H/LW = 0: 
H(x, y, 2) = BJW <)I 
(1.1) 
= (l/l4 i,,& h(% 5) 5-l &I, 
where u = x + iy(c + 5+)/2 + x(c - 5-‘)/2, and h is analytic in u and con- 
tinuous in 5 for all 5 on the unit circle. The function h is called the B, associate 
of the harmonic function H. 
If H is entire, for each fixed value of 2; on the unit circle, h is an entire function 
of u. This is easily seen by following Bergman’s derivation of the representation 
(1 .l) locally (see [I, pp. 42431). Let spherical coordinates be given by 
x = r cos B, y = r sin 0 cos$, z = Y sin 0 sin+. If H has expansion in spherical 
harmonics 
the corresponding B, associate is h(u, 5) = xz_, ~~(6) un, where 
(1.3) 
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Further. icor /-I entire 
In stud! ing the grcjwh nf iln entire harmonic function. b!- \-A iny //(I(. <) as 
an entire function of 14 with coeflici~nta &pending on the par3nwtrr (; \\c Ned\ 
draw upon the theor!. of entire functions of a single comples \-ariahle. 0u.r 
primat-!- objective is to esprrss measure> of growth CJ~” H in term5 CJE its spherical 
harmonic coefficients 17:,‘,:, 1 (/:,yj, \\‘hile attempts bar-e heen made in this direc- 
tion, UC find that pre\ious analy* sutfer ;I nllmher of criticJ errors and fail 
to establish such results.’ 
2. ORDER OF <AN ENTIRE HAR~IONIC FL~NCTION 
Let H be an entire harmonic function and .\l(r, H) = IIMK,,, ~ H(r. ti, d), . 
The order p(H) of H is drtined as in function theory, i.e., 
p(H) = lim sup 
log log .\l(r. H) 
, - .I log I’ . 
If-f(o) = x,:=, a,,;” is an entire function of : + ic’. the well-kno\vn formula 
p(./) = Ii;; yp 
II log I1 
krg ( (7,, (-1 
(2.1) 
expresses the order of fin terms of its Taylor coetfcients. Lrsin,: the B, operator 
we obtain a corresponding formula for entire harmonic functions in three 
dimensions hy direct appeal to this function theoretic result. 
THEOREM 2. I. Let H be an nilire harttani~function wifh expansion in spherical 
ltartttonics @z,ett bv (I .2). mrlf /t(u. LJ = ~,~=, r,(i) u” be its By, associate. Jf 
~J(H) <: ‘CE, theta p(u) = ~~~=, mas 1 r,,(i)1 Pi, 1 { 1 = I. is entire ntuf 
p(H) = p(p) = lim sup 
I/ log N 
)I- / a:;;, 1-l + f bg((t7 - NI)! (tt + NZ)!) 1 . (2.2) 
Proof. By the uniform convergence of the expansion ( I .7) on compact sets, 
and the orthogonalitv of spherical harmonics we have 
a(.” r 
In + 1 (II - m)! ‘ii -2-i 
,I,>, Ii = ~ 1 1 H(r. 0.4) P,,“‘(cos H) 1,“: $1 sin t) d+ cft’, 
273 (n + 41 .() .,, 
’ In particular, it has been assumed that the order of Mu. <) considered us an entire 
function of II for each < on the unit circle does not vary nith i. This need not he the case. 
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\t here I,,, = 2 if IIP = 0 and is 1 otherwise. Therefore 
where here we have used the Schwartz intqualit?- and the result J’tl [Py,“‘(.\)]” tl.\ 
= 2(2n + 1)-l (N + m)!,‘(n - MJ)!, [6, p. 2171. Since p = p(H) < 5x8 given 
E _.’ 0, for r sufticientlv large we ha\-e 
I (7::,:, I . : 3[(31J + 1) (II - nr)!,(n + nr)!]’ ” Csp(r~+f) r-‘l 
for all I), N/, i. The function /3(r) = esp(rO+’ ) Pi attains its minimum at r = 
[N;(p + c)]’ I<+*‘. Thus for II sufliciently large 
I a;;,;, 1 < 2[(2YJ + 1) (YJ - MJ)! (7J + WJ)!]’ ’ [(p + l ) e,N]” ‘Of”. 
Therefore 
inf S ‘__ p(H), 
where S denotes the set of all real k for which 
(2.4) 
I &(,, I ‘< ?[(?fJ + 1) (?J - J/J)! ‘(II + NI)!]’ ’ (ke,7J)‘t i’ 
for all i, NJ, and ?I sufficiently large. 
Now, the B, associate of H is IJ(JC, j) = ~~=, c,,(t) u”, where c,(t) is given h> 
( 1.2). Thus letting k E S, we ha1.e for N sutliciently large 
/ ~,~(;)l ‘: 4(?7J + 1)’ ’ (kC;IIJ)” ’ i [(YJ + ?JJ)! (YJ - 77J)!]’ ‘,N! 
I,, =o 
< 4(37J + 1)’ ’ (7J + I) ?“(kE,‘N)” “, 
(2.5) 
for all ) < 1 = 1. Therefore 
!k;,[mas [ r,<(<)l]’ I’ = 0, lil= I, 
and <,D is entire. Further by the function theoretic result (?.I), 
p(,g) = lim sup 
YJ log YJ 
)I-i: log[mas I c,,({)l]-’ r.K kv 
where the inequality is obtained using (2.5). 
Thus 
P(Q) :.; inf S. (2.6) 
rnas 11ylm / I@, <)I ‘. rnas I ,g(uII 
I, =r + :I cc=, 
Therefore 
f(H) :- Pk). 
Combining (2.4). (2.6). and (2.7) yields 
(2.7) 
inf .Y p(H) .I p(g) :.< inf S. 
Since a routine computation \-erities that inf S equals the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2.2), this completes the proof. 
3. TYPE OF .AN ENTIRE H.mmwIc FUNCTION 
The type T(H) of an entire harmonic function H is defined a~ 
T(H) = lim sup 
log .Il(r, H) 
,‘- , I’0 
where p = p(H) is the order of H. Although the growth of the function ,p 
introduced in Theorem 2.1 is sufficientI> near that of the corresponding 
harmonic function to characterize its order, we tind that in the case of the more 
refined measure of growth given by type that T(g) at best bounds T(H). 
THEOREM 3. I. Ler H be an entire harmonic function of order p C: ‘x. und nnth 
expansion in spherical harmonics gken 6-v ( I .2). .-llso let g be as gken in Theorem 
2.1. Then 
L >;, r(H) e_. T(g) 1.. ZfiL. (3.1) 
where 
(3.2) 
Further these bounds are best possible. i.e.. the estremes L = T(h), and r(g) -: PL 
may obtain. 
Proof. \Ve first note that L = inf T, where T denotes the set OF all real 
numbers R for which the inequalit) 
I a$ 1 < 2[(2n + I) (n - m)!;(n + m)!]“g (kepln)“‘” 
obtains for all nz, i when n is sufficiently large. 
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Let e ;, 0. From (2.3) and the definition of T = T(H), we have for I sufficientlq 
large, 
I f2’,ii 1 < 2[(2?l + I) (?I - m)!,(n + m)!]‘~‘r-“exp[(s + E) YD] 
for all N. w. i. The minimum of a(r) = exp[(~ + C) P] I’-” is attained at 
r = [rz(~ + 6)-l p-l]’ u. Thus for II sufhciently large 
1 a:;;, 1 < 2[(2n + I) (n - m)! (rl + w)!]r 2 [(T + E) pen-‘]“? 
Therefore 
L 5; T(H). (3.3) 
Further, in the proof of Theorem 2. I u-e have shown that .l/(r. H) s;; max 1 g(u)1 , 
1 u 1 = r. Thus 
T(H) ::. 7(g) (3.4) 
is immediate. 
Now let k E T. Then from (I .3) we have on / i ( = I, 
I c,(LJ << 2”+‘(2n + I)’ 2 (n + I) (kpqkz)“,‘. 
Therefore using the formula expressing the type of an entire harmonic function 
of a single samples variable in terms of its Taylor coefficients [5, p. 41, we have 
7(g) = (q-r liy+Tup[n max I c,(<)[]” ‘i 
‘--. (ep))’ lim sup n[2n+2(2~r + 1)’ 2 (PI + I) (kp~~n)‘~ .I0 ti 
= 2%. 
Combining this with (3.3) and (3.4) yields 
L < T(H) <; T(g) < 2”L. 
ESARIPLE. Concerning the claim that these bounds are best possible, let o, 
/3 be arbitrary positive real numbers and consider the entire harmonic function 
The B, associate of H is 
(3.5) 
and thus 
No\v, h!- the result of ‘I’h~orrm 2.1 I\-e tind that p(H 1 = p(s) = ,l. I’sin= the 
usual functicnn thwretic fvrmuln fur t!‘pe \\.e tind T(,C j = i;. .-\lso the quantit!- L 
giwn I>!- Eq. (?..lr is easily computed. ri\,ing L = $ 2-c. T~IIJ 
where p(Hj = ,x. 
Concerning the type of H, we tiryt note that I P,,‘;(cus till (2!12)!:‘(11! 2’1)~ and 
thus .Il(r, H) : i ~'~=, (cr/!/rr),' 'L?-~lr". Lctf‘(:) = xl’=, (e,$jn)~~ ,’ 2-f;:“. ClearI! 
M(r. H) Jl(r,j). JO that T(H) r " r(j ). Further a routine computation I-eritirs 
that T( /‘) = /! 3-l. Therefore )v(H) 13. Thus KC’ hn1.e T(H) : L, and the 
result of Theorem 3. I xhon ‘; the reverse inrqualit\. also holds. Therefore 
T(H)=L. (3.8) 
Thus (3.7) and (3.8) show that for an!- ,A. 13 0. His an entire harmonic function 
of order ,z and tape $3? for \I hich the uuter bounds in the inequality (3.1) of 
Theorem 3.1 obtain. 
\\‘e remark that in the case of ask!-mmrtric harmunic functions (i.e.. harmonic 
functions in R3 which are independent of the angle 4). the k)revious; results 
simplif!, considerabl!-. For an asis!mmetric harmonic function the espnnaion in 
spherical harmonics (I 2) becomes 
H(,, t') = x lI,,,“‘P,,(CtJS V). 
,i=,, 
where P$, is the Legendre polywmial cnf degrte II. The corresponding B, 
associate is then a function of a single comples \xriahle: 
//(U’) = i (7,;Il”. 
I, 4, 
The result of Theorem 2.1 becomes 
II loq II 
and in place of the bounds (3.1 j in Theorem 3.1 we tind that 
where p = p(H). These results ha\-e in fact been estended to entire generalized 
axisymmetric potentials. i.e.. entire solutions of the partial ditferential equation 
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where in addition the more refined measures of growth given by prosimate order 
and type with respect to a prosimate order are considered [3]. 
It should be emphasized that as an entire function of u, the order of a B, 
associate h(u. <) = xr=, r,,(i) IP may vaq with 5. In fact, esamples where the 
order may be zero or infinite depending on the particular choice of 5 are easil! 
constructed. For e~mple. consider /I(u. piI) = xz=, u,, sin r/t u”. The coef- 
ficients (I,, ma!’ be chosen so that lr is an entire function of II. and so that for 
t = n/-I/l has infinite order, for I = IT:? /r has order p = 0. %‘. while for t = 0 h 
has order 0. 
In studying the growth of entire harmonic functions. this represents the 
fundamental ditliculty in usin: the B, operator with the aim of appealing to the 
results from the theor!. of functions of a single cornpIe\: variable. Our intro- 
duction of the function S(U) = xz=,, mas 1 c,;(j) IP, 1 i j = 1, provides one 
means of overcoming this difficulty, where in the case of order its use yields the 
explicit characterization of growth in terms of the spherical harmonic coefficients. 
On the other hand. with respect to t!-k>e, the growth of y is in general too rapid 
to characterize that of the corresponding harmonic function H. 
It might be conjectured that introducing the function 
in place of g improves the result (3.1). But this is not the case. The reader may 
easily verify that the inequalities (3. I) obtain with the above function f in place 
of p. Further they are again best possible, i.e., the outer bounds L = r(H) and 
I = 3"L may obtain, where the entire harmonic function H given by (3.5) 
again provides the example. 
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